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Message from the principal

You can enter a subtitle 
here if you need it

Dear parents,

I hope this message finds you well! We are now excited to resume our work and studies with the children after 

a restful spring vacation and the Holy month of Ramadan.

This May we have resumed with a force of love and excitement! The EYFS section has planned several events 

to celebrate before we end an incredible academic year. We start off with wonderful colour events; Green 

and Orange Days! It is the colour of spring; green brings out the fresh look of our activities and shows 

growth! Following that we have trips for the whole section! Year 1 visited the Fun Point interactive play 

area, FS2 had an immersive zoo experience and FS1 had an underwater adventure. We love exposing 

children to our environment and teaching them important parts of life, which are our Flora and Fauna, it 

promotes care and nurture in children. 

There was an event that celebrated every person in our school! An international picnic day is a wonderful 

event bringing students together to celebrate each other’s differences and learn to love and respect every 

country and nationality. The event really signifies the vitality of cultural tolerance and mutual respect for 

the rich diversity in the UAE. At EYFS we strive to help children utilize their full potential and uncover 

hidden talents and in order to achieve it, we hosted a SIPS got talent! The most fun, energetic and 

dazzling show has proven that we have plenty of talent and the children loved to share them with us. 

This brings us immense joy to experience first-hand how children discover our world, we hope to share more 

events with you! 

If you have any questions, do not hesitate to ask!

LANA  KOYI

School Principal



Green day!
This amazing colour represents growth and new beginnings. On this day children brought toys 
and fruits to talk about them. Each colour activity promotes speaking skills and cognitive skills. 

students start to realise their surrounding environment and how it affects them every day.



Year 1 trip
Our year 1 students got the chance to explore wonderful attractions at the Fun 

point centre. They tested their artistic skills, as well as physical ones. The 
amusement park encourages children to try everything new, helps build 

endurance, strength, agility. These centres widen the social circle of a child, 
improves social skills and creates teamwork.



Trip FS 2
Flora and Fauna are an essential part of our lives, especially when caring for our world. The FS 2 trip was 
centred around building strong connections of the child to nature and animals, this promotes social and 
nurturing skills as well as feeds the curiosity and love of the natural world. The children loved exploring 

every bit of the animal kingdom of the desert habitat.



Trip fs 1
It is never early to start learning, especially since our little explorers in FS 1 know that. The 
aquarium is an amazing world of underwater sea creatures. Children had the most adventurous 
spirit when discovering animals of the land, air and especially water. At this stage, it is vital to 
understand that our world has different places and habitats that affect us and our environment.



International picnic day!
Living in the UAE is a great opportunity to meet and live with all kinds of nationalities. Especially in schools 

diversity is thriving, the most important thing to learn about this is that every nationality and culture 
matters. We show our children that being kind and respectful towards others isn’t only the correct way, 

but also more fun! Everyone shared a piece of their culture with food, music, toys and sweets! It is crucial 
for children to love everyone no matter their race and nationality!



SIPS got a talent
The EYFS section has many bright little stars that shine every day! We hosted a talent show to share 

with the world that our talented students have what it takes to be a star! The contestants really 
enjoyed performing on stage, this helps with future endeavours in shows, performances and being 

able to present oneself. It also helps with being a supportive audience member appreciating the 
work and effort the students put in to this talent show!



Orange Day

Orange is a dynamic colour and stimulates imagination and creativity. Our little kids were 

dressed in shades of orange, shining brightly. The children learnt various other things about 

the orange colour which also symbolizes enthusiasm, hope and prosperity.



Upcoming events!

• Goodbye party.

• Graduation. 



Contact us!

http://www.facebook.com/SharjahSchool/
http://www.instagram.com/sharjahips/
http://www.facebook.com/SharjahSchool/
http://www.instagram.com/sharjahips/
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